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A computer program. developed for the non-linear dynamic analysis of buildings. wr·itten 
in FORTRAN IV and using 350k of primary memory on an IBM 370/165 computer. is described. 
No secondary storage is required. The program is designed for buildings having a maxi
mum of 30 stories. 30 different structural components, and 3000 pOints of ground ac
celeration in each of the two principal directions. The geometry of the building is 
specified through the number of stories, the heights, the number of structural components 
and a plan. The information given for a plan fo~ the coordinates of some paint along 
the centerline of each component and the orientation of this centerline with respect 
to the x axis. The masses are given for each floor level separately. together with the 
coordinates of the centroid and the corresponding moments of inertia. The required 
properties are given floor by floor for bending springs. For shear springs the user 
has the option of either specifying the spring characteristics floor by floor directly 
or in the case of frames to specify its geometry and the mear properties at each level. 
The program will then compute the spring properties. The user has also the option to 
specify the number of modes for the elastic part of the analysis, together with the 
coordinates of a geometrical center with respect to which the modal shapes will be 
cOqJuted •. _ 
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DESeR! PTlor~ Arm IJSER' S MANUAL OF THE 

&ElASTIC DYj~AMIC AliALYSIS PROGRAM 

1. General Consid~rations 

A computer prog,".,r,i has been developed for the non-linear dynamic 

analysis of buildings, written in FORTR~~ IV and using 350k of primary 

memory on an I.B.r~. 3701165 computer. No secondary storage is required .. 

The program is designed for buildings having a maxlmum of 30 stories, 30 

different stru~tural components (in plan) and 3000 points of ground accel

eration in each of the two principal directions. Det~iled information 

about the mathematical model and the underlying a~sumptl~ns can be found 

in the Sc.D. thesis of S. Anagnostopoulos. 

Since it was intended primarily for rP~earch, no special effort was 

put 1nto adding special features, desirable in a program for commercial 

use (such as free input, problem-oriented language, unit conversion, etc.). 

The geomet~ of the building is specified through the number of stories, 

the heights, the number of structural components, and a plan. The infor

mation given for a plan is the coordinates of some point along the center

line of each component and the orientation of th1s centerline with respect 

to the x axis. The masses are given for each floor level separately. to

gether with the coordinates of the centroid and the corresponding rraments 

of inertia. For bending springs (shear walls) tne required p~perties are 

given fleor by floor. For shear spri~gs there is the optior. of either 

specifying the spring characteristics (and sprfng type) f1oo( by floor 

directly or in the case of frames to specify its geometry and the member 



prop~rties at each level. and then the program will compute the spring prop

erties by using the approximate fonnulas Dres~nted in the thesis by 

Anagnostopoulos. Information for identical ~'~ments or floors need not 

be repeated. A single IlLlllber ;s required for the v';scous dar.!ping. the 

percentage of critical to be used in each mode. The user has the option to 

specify the numbp.r of modes he wants for the elastic part of the analysis. 

together with the coordinates of a "geometrical center" with respect to 

which the modal shapes will be computed. The next set of information 

needed by the program is about the earthquake ground motions. It can read 

und store two different edrthquake reconds (up ~o 3000 points each). one 

for the x and the other for the y direction, and it can combine them with 

appropriate direction COSinE'S, SO that directions of the motion other than 

x and y can be considered. The user can also spptify 5 number of scales by 

which the originally read ac(;elerograms will be multiplied and new analyses 

will be performed. The infonmation given with each earthquake record is a 

scale factor, a time interval 6t and the values of the acceleration. finally, 

the last piece of information required concerns plotting of varioJs time

ristories for relative displacements, absolute accelerations, interstory 

displacements and forCE: versus deformation, at any level and for any di rec

tion. If the required ~umber of plots exceeds the capacity of the program, 

the analysis will automatically be repeated until all the requested plots 

have been produced. This particular feature was a product of trade-uff 

between increasing core requirements. possibi h ty of USing secondary 

storage and computational costs, arisil,g froo the fact that at each step 

of tne numerical analysis previous information 1s lost, unless stored. 



2. Program Description 

The main program is the spine of t~e comp~ter module and most of 

the operations and task~ needed for the analysis are performed in there. 

It starts with initialization of various variables and arrays and proceeds 

with the reading of t!le input. There are only two other routines, Sl1ART 

and READR that read input ;'1fonnation. SMART is ·:alled only in the cases 

of frames to read data for geometry and member pr·)perties and then to 

compute the equivalent springs with the fonnulas described in Chapter 2 of 

the earlier mentioned thesis The user, however, has the option to input 

directiy the propertie~ of the equiva1ent springs when he chooses not to 

use the approximate formulas employed ;" SMART. READR reads the earthquake 

l~cQrd from punched cards. The stiffnesi and mass matrices are assembled in 

tne main program an~ ~hen subroutine U(AEr~ detennines the natural frequencies 

and modal shapt's. The damping matrix ',s subsequently fonned ant:: READR is 

called to read tile earthquake reccrd. Infonnation about the required plots 

is then read in the MAIN and the necessary initializations are perfonned 

for the numerical analysis. Subroutine RUNGE that uses a 4th order Runge

Kutta numerical procedure is t.alled to pel"fonn the first step of the numer

ital analysis while for a11 t"l subsequent steps subroutine BIGGS is used. 

The forces in the various spl'inr~ are computed by calling appropriate 

routines, depending on the type of non-1inearities that each spring repre

sents. Maximum~ cumulative and root-meAn-square effects are calculated in 

the MAIN. to be printed after the analysis has been completed. After all 

the output has been pri nted, the MAIN wi,ll set-up the headers to be pri nted 

on the plots requested earlier and will call subroutine GRFIYC which will 
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plot. using the SC4020 plotter, the time histories that were r~quested by 

input codes and stored permanently during the analysis. At the end it will 

check whether the number of scales (which are used to multiply the acceler

ogram) has been exhausted and if not. it will read the next scale and it 

will branch to the taint at which it reads the information about the plots 

and the analysis will be repeated for the new record. The program will 

stop when all the eartl,quake scales hav~ been exhausted. 

~ (TITLE, SCALE. OT. ACCG. NACCG. VOl 

It reads the digitized record in the following fonnat: 

1st rard: Title of the record in FORMAT 20A4 

2nd card: Scale, Ot in FORMAT 2F10.5 

Set of cards: Ground accelerations in FORMAT 8F9.6 

Last card: Any real number greater than 900. in F9.6 to indicate the end 

of the record. 

READR will also print the tHle. the scale by which' the values of the ground 

accelerations are multiplied inside REAOR. the time step Dt Bnd the number 

of acceleration values it has read . 

.!!!£ut argumt'nts: none 

Rt:;urn ar3uments: 

TITLE: Array containing the title of the record. 

StALE: Factor by which all the values of the ground acceleration read 

have been multiplied 

or T1me step 

ACCG Array containing the ground accelerations (multiplied already 

by SCALE) 

t 



NACCG: Number of acceleration points 

\'0 Is not used here 

SMART (I) 

It reads the required information and computes the properties of the 

non-linear sp~ings in the case of unbraced, braced, infilled and partially 

infnled frames. Depending on the particular type of spring, it will 

assign values for the initial stiffness and strength as well as values for 

the degradation factors. Partially infilled frames must be read as type 6 

springs and will remain as such in case their shear capacity is inadequate, 

otherwi se Si4ART wi 11 make them of type 2. 

Input arguments: 

Integer identifier of the frame 

Output arguments: none 

The rest of the infonnation ;s transmitted through the COI1MON. 

DEFLT (JCOD, DUM, AA, BB. CC) 

It assigns default values to the degrading factors and maximum duc

tility factors in the case that they are not specified by the user. 

Input arguments: 

JCOD: Code indicating the spring type 

Return ar9l.111ents: 

DLIM: Maximum ductility factor which if exceeded, failure is assumed 

AA, SB. CC: Degrading factors for the various models 
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EIGEN (A, R, N, NT, MV) 

I.B.!~. routine that computes eigenvalues and eig\!nvectors of a real 

symmetric matrix 

Input arguments: 

A Original matrix (symmetric) destroyed in computation. Resul

tant eigenvalues are devel~ped in diagonal of matrix A in 

descending order. 

N Order of ma tr; ces A and R 

NT Value of first dimP~sion of ~ in calling program 

MV Input code 

a computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

computes eigenvalues only 

Return arguments: 

A Contains the eigenvalues in its diagonal in descending order 

R Resultan~ matrix of eigenvectors (stored column-wise in same 

sequence as eigenvalues) 

RUNGE (STK, AMASS. DAMP. RI. R. F, Ul. UP1. U. UP, NDIM, N. DT. Al. AZ. A3. 
A4. Bl. B2. B3. 64) 

Routine that pet'foms a 4th order Runge-Kutta numerical analysis. In 

this particular program it is used only once. at the beginning of the nu

merical integration ;n order to provide the necessary starting points for 

the Constant Velocity method. 

Input arglJl1ents: 

STK : Stiffness matrix (dimension NOIM ~ NOIH. Size N ~ N) 

AMASS: Mass vector 



DN4P Damping matrix (dimension NDIM x NDIM. Size N x N) 

h'l Excitation vector at tirne step I 

R Excitation vector at time ste~ 2 

F Force vector at time step , 

U1 Displacement vector at time step 

UP, Velocity vector at ti~~ step 1 

Nom Dimensi on of matri ces STK and DAMP in MAIN 

N Size of matrices STK and DAMP in MAIN 

Al, AZ, A3, A4 } Auxiliary ~ectors for lntcrmediate computations 
B'. B2. B3. B4 

Return arguments: 

U Displacement I.'@ctor at time step 2 

UP Velocity vector at time stEP 2 

BIGGS (N4ASS. STF, DAMP. R, F. A, Ul, U2. U. NOIM, N, DT) 

Routine that uses the Constant Velocity (or Impulse Acceleration) 

method for the numerical integration of the equations of motion. 

Input arguments: 

AMASS: Mass vector 

sn 1 , 
Contains pseudo-inverse of: Dt2 M + ~ C 

(derived from CROUT in MAIN) 

DAMP Contains damping matrix C 

R Excitation vector at time step n 

F Force vector at time step n (a -KUn) 

U, Displacement vector at step n (a Un) 

U2 Displacement vector at step n-1 (- Un_l ) 
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NDIM Dimension of matrices STF. DAMP in MAIN 

N Size of matrices STF, DAMP in MAIN 

DT Time step of integration 

Return arguments: .. 
A Acceleration vector at time step n (s Un) 

U Displacement vector at time step n+l (a Un+l ) 

CROUT (A. N. NOIM) 

It performs the forward pass of the Gauss elimination procedure o~ a 

general matrix A. 

Input argument~: 

A Original square matrix 

N Size of m3trix A 

NOIM Dimension of A in MAIN 

Return arguments: 

A : Contains the pseudo-inverse of the original matrix 

MATHP (A, N, B, NOIM. M) 

Routine that performs the forward pass of the Gau~s elimination on 

the right hand side vectors and the backsweep. 

Input arglll\ents: 

A Pseudo-inverse of a matrix as obtained by CROUT 

N Size of matrix A 

B Right hand side vector (or vectors. then B is a matrix with 

M columns) 

I 



NDIM Dimension of A in MAIN 

M Number of right hand side vectors 

Retu m arguments: 

B Contains for each Vc,tor (or column) A-1S if A was the 

original matrix entering CROUT 

~ fA. NA. ALOW. ATOP. ISK. lAO. DA. IGG) 

Routine that determines the maximum and minimum values to be placed 

on a scale, on which the elements of an array A will be plotted. 

Input arguments: 

A Vector whose elements are to be plotted 

NA Number of elements in array A 

ALOW. ATOP: Minimum and maximum limits in the case that IGG ) 0 

ISK Number of elements to be sk1pped when searching in A 

lAO Location of starting element 1n A 

IGG < 0 MAX will search to determine ALOW and ATOP 

IGG > 0 ALOW. ATOP are input argl.lllents 

Return ar~uments: 

ALOW. ATU~: Minimum and maximum limits of the scale on which A will be 

plotted. (I t is Al OW ~ It,ii n • ATOP ~ Amax) 

DA Step that is used for the grid on the plot 

GRFIVC (Ka, LT, MRIGHT, HBOT, MTOP, NIVC, HIVC. lIVe. JIve. NX. NY, NSPEC. 
NDASH, NPTS. IPOIN. ISXO. ISKX. ISYO. ISKY. LINE. IAVX. IAVY. NT. 
NTX. NTY. TIT. TITX. TITY. X. Y. SETXL. SETXR. SETYB. SETYT) 

Rout1ne that plots a set of values Y versus a set of values X using 

the SC4020 plotter. 



Input ar9ument~: 

KO Detet':nines He natur£: of scale 

= 1 x. Y both linear 

:. 2 x l'inear, y logarithmic 

: 3 x l09~rithmic, y linear 

= 4 x. Y bo~h logarithmic 

LT, MRIGHT. MBOT. MTOP: Le~t. right. bottom and top margins in raster units 

NIVC, t4IVC: Every nth vert;(~l and every mth horizontai line to be re

empha~ized. If N.Ve and/or HIVe = 0 no ;ines are printed. 

lIve. JIve: Every ;th vertical ,lnd every jth horizontal line to be ~abeled, 

If lIVe and/or JIVe ~ 0 no lines labeled. 

NX. NY: Indicate numbel' of ch~l"acters to be displayed in labels in

cluding decimal point a~d ~ust be /NX or NYI < 7 If NX and/or 

NY are negative, labels lre in scientific notation. 

r.SPEC: Film will not be adva;1ced. for multi ple plots 

; Standard procedure 

NOASH: = Dashed lines 

I Sol id 

NPTS: Number of points to be plot,ed 

IPOIN: :. 0 Points wil: not be plotted 

~ 0 Points w;li be plotted 

The value Of IPOIN will be the code of the plotted character 

ISXO Location of the first element of vect,r X to be plotted 

ISYO Lacati on of the fi rst element of vecto,' Y to be plo::ted 

ISKX Number of elements to be skipped in vec\or X 

ISKY Number of elements to he skipped in vecttr Y 



LINE = 1 Graph wanted 

o Graph not wanted (only points) 

IAVX = 0 Subroutine MAX will search for ALOW. ATOP 

= 1 Subroutine MAX will not search for ALOW. ATOP but it will 

use earlier values 

= 2 It wi 11 • nput as 1 imits to 11AX SETXL. SETXR and MAX wi 11 

only determine DA. 

IAVY Same as IAVX but for the Y ver.tor 

NT t.umber of header cha ratters 

NTX Number of characters of the X title 

NTY Number of characters of the Y title 

TIT Header 

TITX X title 

TITY Y title 

SfTXL. SETXR. SETYB. SETH: arguments to be transmitted to s'Jbroutine 

MAX in the case that IAVX and/or IAVY = 2. to be used as ALOW 

and ATOP 

Return arglAments: none 

BILIN (FY, RKl, RK2, FO. YO, FN, YN, JFLAG. JNDEX) 

Routine that computes forces for a bilinear spring. 

Input arguments: 

FY Force at yield 

RKl Initial stiffness (slope of the first branch) 

RK2 Slope of the second'branch 

FO Force at the last step (step n) 

" 



YO Displacement at the last step (step n) 

YN New val~e of the displacement (step n+1) 

JFlAG: Code to identify load reversal 

JNDEX: Code to identify the loadi19 or unloading branch 

Return arguments: 

FN New value of the force (step n) 

JNDEX: Code to identify the loading or unloading branch 

STOGl (. • .• ) 

Old version of STDG2. less accurate and less efficient. It should be 

eliminated. 

STDG2 (FY. RK. FO. YO. FN. YN. : DUM1. IOUM2. DUM1. CYP 1. CYP2. DUM3. DUM4) 

Routine that computes the force in ~ stiffness degrading spring. whose 

un"loading i!: J:arallel to the initial branch. 

Jnput argumenJ.!.: 

FY Force at yield 

RK Initial stiffnes~ 

FO Force at the last step (step n) 

YO Displacement at the last step (step n) 

YN New value of the displacement (step n+l) 

I DUM 1 • lOUM2. DUM1. WM3, DUH4: DuIrmy arguments 

CYPl Maximum positive displacement attained up to step n 

CYP2 Minimum negative displacement atta1ned up to step n 



~turn arguments: 

fN New value of the force (step n+1) 

CYP1, CYP2: as above 

STRool (FV. RK. Fa. YO. FN. VN. JFLAG. JNDEX. A. B. C. Dl1AX. r~CYCL. JPOS. JNEG) 

Routine that computes the force in a stiffness and strength degrading 

spring that corresponds to an infilled concrete frame. 

Input arguments: 

FV. RK. FO. YO. YN: as in STDG2 

JFLAG. JNDEX as in BILIN 

A. EI. C 

DMAX 

MCYCL 

JPOS 

JNEG 

Degrading factors 

Absolute value of the maximum attained displacement 

Number of complete cycles 

Number of yieldings that occurred on the positive side 

Number of yieldings that occurred on the negative side 

Return argu~nts: 

FN New value of the force (at step n+1) 

JNDEX. DMAX. MCYCL, JPOS, JNEG: as above 

STRDG2 (FY. RK. FO. YO, FN. YN, JFLAG. JNDEX, A, B. C. DMAX. HCyeL. JPOS. 
JNEG, RMI. FMI) 

Routinp. that computes the force ;n a stiffness and strength degrading 

spring that corresponds to an inf111ed concrete frame. 

Input arguments: 

All but RMI. AMI: as in STRDGl 



RMI Minimum value of stiffness r;orresponding to that of the 

frame alone 

Ft~1 Minimum value Qf strength c~rresponding to that of the 

frame alone 

Return arguments: 

Same as in STRDGl 

TRILIN (FY1, FY2, Rl, R2. FO. YO. Fr~, YN, FA1, FA2) 

Routine that computes the force in a trilinear spring 

Input arguments: 

FYl Value of the force at the end of the first branch 

FY2 Ultimate value of the yield force 

Rl Initial stiffness (slope of the first branch) 

R2 Stiffness after fonmation of plastic hinges (slope of the 

second branch) 

FO Force at the last step (step n) 

YO Displacement at the last step (step n) 

YN New value of displacement (step n+l) 

FA1. FA2: Auxiliary variables 

Return arguments: 

FN : New value of the force (step n+1) 



3. Output 

The program prints the data about the building. the characteristics of 

the earthquake motion and the data about the plots requested right after it 

reads the appropriate information. so that the user can check his input. 

In the case of shear wal~s it prints the stiffness coefficients rather than 

the wall dimensions but it may be desirable to change that part and print 

the information as it is read. 

Results of the analysis will then be printed in the following order: 

1. Natural periods and modal shapes (two for x and y and one for torsion). 

2. For each shear spring (frame) and for each floor it will print maximum 

interstory displacements, maximum ductility factors and permanent sets. 

In the case of shear walls it will print maximum interstory displace

ments. maximum ductility factors, maximum shears and maximum over

turn; ng mome'llts. 

3. For each floor lev~l: 

a) Maximum flo~r acceleration, direction and time of occurrence. 

b) Maximum floor displacement (with respect to the ground) direction 

and ti~ of occurrence. 

c) Maxim~n interstory displacement (of the centroids). direction and 

time of occurreilce. 

d) Maxlmum x acceleration. displacement and interstory displacement. 

ccrrespondtng y and rotational values and times of occurrence. 

e) Maxi~m y acceleration. displacement and interstory displacement. 

corresponding x and rotational values and times of occurrence. 

f} Maxi~m torsional acceleration, rotation and interstory rotation. 

correspondir.g x and y values and times of occurrence. 



4. For each floor level: 

Root mean square of the maximum accelerations and interstory dis

placements of all the elements for the x and y directions. 

5. For each floor level: 

aoot mean square of the time histories of the global accelerations 

and interstory displacements for the x and y directions and for the 

torsion. 

6. For each floor level: 

Average root mean square of accelerations and interstory displace

ments for the x and y directions computed from time histories of each 

of the elements. 

7. Maximum base shears and overturning moments in the x and y directions. 

Output 4, 5, 6 is intended for later use of the program to estimate eco

nomic damage to the building due to earthquakes of different intensities. 

The program has also the capability of producing plots on an SC4020 plotter. 

The user can request and obtain any number of plots for the following: 

1. For any floor level and for any of the three directions: 

a) Time histories of absolute accelerations. 

b) Time histories of displacements (and rotat1an) relative to ground. 

c) Time histories of interstory displacements (and rotations). 

d) Plot of total floor shear (torsional moment) vs. corresponding 

displacement (rotation) for all the duration of the earthquake. 

2. For any element and for any floor: 

a) Time histories of accelerations. 

b) Time histories of displacements relative to ground. 

c) Time histories of interstory displacements. 

,(. 



d) Plot of spring force vs. deformation for all the duration of th~ 

earthquake .. 

The user can specify the starting and finishing time for the time history 

plots. 

The maximum number of points that can be plotted 1n one analysis is 

4500. If the user specifies plots that need N points in total where 

N > 4500. the program will repeat the analysis (~ + 1) times until it 

produces all the requested plots. For each earthquake scale that the U5er 

requests. he must specify what plots he wants. These plots can be different 

from one scale to another. 

4. User's Manual 

One Card Title 

NST = Number of stori~s 

Set of Cards: Heights (NST numbers) 

NEL = Number of elements 

rCOD, NSIM 

ICOD • 1 Read springs directly 

leOD = 2 Read through SI1ART 

NSIM = Additional number of elements for 
which following information applies 

a) ICro = 1 

11 

FORMAT 

20A4 

110 

8F10.3 

I10 

2,10 



...... 
:z: 
UJ 

is 
...J 
UJ 

One Card 

One Card 

One Card 

N1, H2. JCOO 

N1, N2 = Identifiers of floor numbers with 
same properties (N2-Nl+1 floors); 
N2 • 0 if information refers to a 
single floor. 

JCOD = 1 f 8 = Spring type 

AR1. ARZ. AF1. AF2. AA. BB. CC, OLIM 

If JCOO = 4 read a card in 2F10.3 
with RKMIN, FYMIN 

ARl : Initial stiffness, ARZ = second stiffness 

AF1 = Force at 1st yield, AF2 = Ultimate force 

AA, BB, CC = Degradation factors 

OLIM = Maximum ductility factor 

For Shear Walls: (JCOD = 7) 

AR1 = Modulus of elasticity 

ARZ • Moment of inertia 

AF1 = Shear area 

AF2 = Plastic moment capacity 

AA = Ultimate shear capacity 

SS = Torsional rigidity 

b) ICon = 2 

3110 

8F10.3 

NSP, E, 6y 110, 2F10.3 

NSP = Number of spans 

E a Modulus of elasticity 

6y • Yield stress for braCing 

Set of Cards: Spans (NSP numbers) 8F10.3 

(3110. 5F10.3) r One Card N1. H2. JOOD, SCOL. UL. A. B. C 

N1, H2, JCOD as before 

/1 



SCOL - Maximum shear capaci ty 

Ul - Maximum ductility factor 

A, B, C • Degradation factors 

If JOOO - 6 read a card with average 
clear height in F10.3 

Set of Cards: IC I , toFC I • IC 2 I MPC a• • • . 

Set of Cards: 

IC • COlumn moment of inertia 

MPC • Plastic moment of a column 

IG 1 t MPG 1 t IG 2 I MPG2 t ••• 

IG • ~lrder moment of inertia 

MPG • Plastic moment of a girder 

Columns and girders are numbered 
sequentiallY from left to right 

If JCOD -1.: One Card: Number of struts 

Set of cards: IDSPAN, ABR 

A8R • Area of bracing 

8F10.3 

8F10.3 

110 

(110, F10.3) 

If JCOD • 4,5: One Card: Number of 1nfilled spens 110 

Set of cards: E.G,h,t,I,T 

E • Modulus of elasticity 

G • Shear modulus 

h,t,! • Inf111 dimensions 

l • Shear strength of 1nf111 

S.t uf cards: Nl. x • . '1, ALF (one card per .'ement) 

Nl • Element 10 

x.y • Coordinates of a point on the .'ement 

ALF • Angle (in degrees) of the .lement's 
center 11 ne wi th the x axis 

l6F10.3, 1) 

(110, 3F10.3) 

ICf 



Set of Cards: H~X. AMY. AIM. XCM, YCM (one card per floor) 

N~X,AMY = Masses x, y 

AIN ~ Slab moment of inertia about centroid 

XCM,YCM = Coordinates of centroid 

Dampi n9 rat; 0 a 

5F10.3 

FlO.3 One Card 

One Card NMOD, XCR, VCR (110, 2F10.3) 

One Card 

One Card 

One card 

One Card 

One Card 

NMOD • Number of modes to be printed 

XCR.YCR = Coordinates of geometrical center 

NSCAl 

(modal shapes are computed with 
respect to that point) 

NSCAl = Total number of motions for which 
the an~1ysis will be p~rformed 

NEAR 

NEAR • Number of earthquake records to be read 

Direction cosines for the motions 

Earthquake title 

SCALE, DT 

Set of Cards: Ground accelerations 

One Card 999. 

One Card HPlOT, NPTSM 

N~LOT ~ Nu~er of plots 

NPTSM = Average number of points per plot 

Set of Cards: IPFL, IPCOD, IPDIR, NPL1, NPTS, IPEl 
(NPlOT , of cards) 

IPFL • Floor 10 

IPCOD • Plotting code 

110 

110 

2F10.3 

20A4 

2F70.5 

BF9.6 

F9.6 

2110 

6110 



VI 
1.1.1 
X -

One Card 

t-_ One Card 
I 

-' 5 Set of Cards: 
VI z 
t-

IPDIR = Direction code 

I~PLl '" Starting point for plots 

NPTS a Total number of points in plot 

IPEL : Element 10 

SCALF 

SCALF = New scale factor by which the 
accelerogram will be multiplied 
and the analysis will be repeated 

NPLOT. NPTSM (as before) 

IPFL. IPCOO. IPDIR. NPLl. NPTS. IPEL 
(us before) 

F10.3 

2110 

6110 

~ ------- - - - - - - - - . - - -- - - - - . - - -~ 

~ 

/* 

ICOD a 1 + Read spring properties directly 

2 + Read properties of frames through SMART 

JCOD • 1 + Bilinear spring 

2 + Stiffness degradation (Concrete frame) 

3 + Stiffness degradation (Braced frame) 

4 + Stiffness and strength degradation (Inf1lled steel frame) 

5 + Stiffness and strength degradation (Inf1lled concrete frame) 

6 + Limited shear capacity 

7 + Shear wall 

8 + Trilinear spring 



IPooD • 1 + Absolute accelerations vs. tile 

2 + Displacements relative to ground vs. time 

3 + Interstory displacement vs. time 

4 + Force vs. distortion 

IPDIR • 1 + x direction 

2 + y direction 

3 + Rotation 


